‘Major trauma’: now two separate diseases?
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Across the developed world, demographic change is having a profound impact on emergency care, with recognition that older people have different needs, and may need different services.1 The article by Hawley et al2 in this edition, and the recent publication of a report4 on major trauma in older people from the Trauma Audit and Research Network (TARN), suggest that we may also need to think differently about our major trauma systems. In England and Wales, recent improvements in data collection from trauma units (hospitals that are not major trauma centres) means that in 2016 the ‘typical’ case of major trauma is no longer a young male admitted after a road traffic accident, but is an older male admitted after a fall of less than 2 metres.

These older trauma patients have a similar distribution of injury severity score and injury type (predominantly traumatic brain injury) to younger trauma patients, but have a much lower level of prehospital recognition and so are usually managed in trauma units. Late recognition gives rise to poorer performance on all of the trauma care quality indicators. These patients are much less likely to be transferred to major trauma centres.

Prehospital systems are geared to recognise major trauma following high energy transfer (such as road traffic collision or fall from a height). This report has highlighted some of the obvious factors that can be used to activate the major trauma system.

These newly recognised characteristics of trauma in older people have implications for the future organisation of trauma care, and trauma research. In particular, the role of the trauma unit in trauma networks needs to be re-evaluated. Older patients will continue to be recognised late, and will be nearly all initially be treated in local hospitals—so these units will need to be staffed by trauma care experts with a particular interest in the care of older people to rapidly evaluate the patient, whether in the emergency department or on a medical ward, and in conjunction with trauma care specialists in the major trauma centre to decide on the level of intervention that is appropriate for each individual. The regionalisation of trauma care that has improved outcomes for high energy transfer trauma2 may not be the most appropriate system for low energy transfer major injury.

The TARN report shows that there are differences in the processes of trauma care in older patients. It may be that best care is different for older people but it may also be that either conscious or unconscious ageism is also playing a role. In this discussion, frailty (which is currently not routinely measured) may be more important than age. Determining the optimal process of care and defining the parameters on which treatment decisions should be made will be key research areas for the future. Implementation of change in the UK might be driven by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Service Delivery Guideline, which highlighted the importance of using payment structures to incentivise better care and comprehensive data collection.6

The discovery of so many older patients with major injury who were previously hidden from the trauma statistics presents a challenge to the conventional view of the best way to structure health services for the severely injured. In future, we may need to think of major trauma as two distinct diseases, with ‘high energy transfer major trauma’ and ‘low energy transfer major trauma’ requiring different clinical skills and different healthcare processes.
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